Effect of Orthography on L2 Production of Mandarin Tones
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Abstract
L2 production of tones has been widely discussed; however, the role of orthography in the learning process has received little attention. Previous studies suggested that the opaque orthography of Chinese characters plays an important role in both L2 production and perception. The present study further investigates the role of different orthographies (Pinyin vs. Chinese characters) in L2 production of Mandarin tones. Monosyllabic and disyllabic words were used as the test materials. The subjects were divided into two groups: high proficiency and low proficiency. The results showed that among the subjects of low language proficiency, the effects of Chinese character and pinyin are comparable in L2 tone production. T2 and T3 have a very high chance to be confused across all the subjects, regardless of orthographies.
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1. Introduction

Both Mandarin and Cantonese are tonal languages in which tone is used to distinguish lexical meaning of a syllable (word). Mandarin has a four-tone system [1] while Cantonese has a six-tone system 2 [2, 3, 4] (the three checked tones of syllables with final stops are regarded as allotones of T1, T3 and T6 respectively). Table 1 shows the inventories and pitch values of the tones in Mandarin and Cantonese.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mandarin</th>
<th>Cantonese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>55 (mā)</td>
<td>High-level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>35 (má)</td>
<td>Mid-rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>214 (má)</td>
<td>Falling-rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>51 (má)</td>
<td>High-falling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is the role of orthography in second language acquisition? Some previous studies found facilitation effect of orthography in second language acquisition. For example, Young-Scholten and Archibald [5] found that orthography helps language learners to retain phonological information of words in memory; Silveria [6] used it to account for the pronunciation difficulties at the sublexical level. However, most of the previous studies focused on alphabetic writing systems, in which letter and phoneme have certain correspondence. It is thus not surprising to find that orthography can facilitate pronunciation in these languages.

What about languages with an opaque writing system like Chinese? Do the opaqueness of Chinese character and the transparency of Pinyin play different roles in second language acquisition? A pilot study by Zuo, Chen and Mok [7] investigated the role of Chinese character and Pinyin in L2 perception and production of Mandarin tones by Cantonese speakers. They found that the opaque orthography (Chinese characters) hinders tone production but facilitates tone perception. However, the results are only tentative because of the limited stimuli. Only 128 Pinyin tokens (2 monosyllabic words × 4 tones × 16 speakers) and 128 Chinese character tokens (2 monosyllabic words × 4 tones × 16 speakers) were used. The two words for Pinyin task are mì [mi] and ná [na] and the two words for Chinese character task are ya [ja] and wu [wu]. These tokens were of simple structure: a consonant followed by a monophthong, so they can be correctly produced easily. Given that the Chinese Pinyin system can be more complex with diphthong and final consonant, a good understanding about the effect of Pinyin requires more comprehensive stimuli. Therefore, based on the pilot study of Zuo, Chen and Mok [7], the present study aims to further investigate the role of Chinese character and Pinyin in L2 production of Mandarin tones by Cantonese speakers.

Although Mandarin and Cantonese have two different phonological systems, they have some regular correspondence in terms of tones as shown in Table 2 [8]. For example, 93% of Cantonese T1 syllables are pronounced as T1 in Mandarin, and 89% of Cantonese T2 words are pronounced as T3 in Mandarin. The three checked tones are not listed here, as they do not have clear corresponding relationship with any particular Mandarin tones. Chu [9] conducted a series of experiments and stated that Cantonone learners of Mandarin...
are aware of the tonal correspondence rules, and they use them in Mandarin word production.

Table 2. Cantonese-Mandarin tone correspondence [8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cantonese Tone</th>
<th>Mandarin Tone</th>
<th>%Correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1[55]</td>
<td>T1[55]</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2[25]</td>
<td>T3[214]</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3[33]</td>
<td>T4[51]</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4[21]</td>
<td>T2[35]</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5[23]</td>
<td>T3[214]</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6[22]</td>
<td>T4[51]</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite having different phonological systems, Mandarin and Cantonese share the same orthography (Chinese characters). Chu [9] suggested that the shared orthography (Chinese characters) might be a source of negative transfer, because it may activate the L1 phonological representations. The opaqueness of the characters may cause the listeners unconsciously taking the homophones in their L1 (Cantonese) as homophones in their L2 (Mandarin), resulting in mispronunciations of Mandarin tones.

The present study investigates the effect of different orthography systems on the production of Mandarin tones by Cantonese speakers. Our research questions are: Given that Pinyin is more transparent than Chinese characters and it is not shared by the Cantonese orthography system, would Pinyin and Chinese characters affect L2 production differently? Does the shared orthography (Chinese characters) hinder L2 tone production across non-native speakers of different L2 proficiencies? If non-native speakers could unconsciously use the correspondence rules to retrieve L2 phonology, different L2 proficiencies may affect how successful they can be in retrieving the correct pronunciation.

2. Method

2.1. Subjects

In this study, we report the preliminary data from eleven subjects first. More subjects are still being recruited. All of the subjects are native speakers of Hong Kong Cantonese, and they are all university students studying at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Most of them started to learn Mandarin through formal education from primary school, where pinyin was taught in Mandarin classes from the very beginning. However, since Mandarin is not a compulsory subject in public examinations in Hong Kong, there is no objective measure to assess their Mandarin proficiency.

All of the subjects have participated in our parallel study on the perception of Mandarin tones [10]. They were asked to judge the tones of a list of words that they heard. Based on their accuracy scores in the perception study, these subjects were divided into two groups: eight of them are of high proficiency (averaged accuracy 97.9%) and three of them are of low proficiency (averaged accuracy 88.5%).

2.2. Materials

The production experiment consists of two parts: a Pinyin task and a Chinese character task. Both monosyllabic words and disyllabic words were used in the two tasks. In the Pinyin task, two monosyllabic syallas with all four tones were selected as the target sounds, resulting in eight tokens (2 monosyllables × 4 tones). 96 disyllabic tokens were selected in which the tones of the first syllables Table 2. Cantonese-Mandarin tone correspondence [8] and the second syllables have been controlled: there are sixteen tone combinations and each combination had six items (4 possible tones for first syllable × 4 possible tones for second syllable × 6 items). All the monosyllabic and disyllabic tokens can stand alone as words in Mandarin. To sum up, there are 200 syllables (8 monosyllables + 96 disyllabic words × 2 syllables) in the Pinyin task, and each syllable carries a tone. The Pinyin token was presented to the subjects in the standard form of Pinyin (e.g., xīng), where the symbol above the letters represents the tone. In the Chinese character task, 34 monosyllabic words (10 T1 + 6 T2 + 8 T3 + 10 T4) and 96 disyllabic words (4 possible tones for first syllable × 4 possible tones for second syllable × 6 items) were selected, which resulted in 226 syllables (34 monosyllabic words + 96 disyllabic words×2 syllables), and each syllable carries a tone.

2.3. Procedures

The production experiment was conducted in a quiet room at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. The stimuli were presented to the subjects on paper. They were required to read the monosyllabic stimuli first and then the disyllabic stimuli. For both types of stimuli, the Pinyin tokens came before the Chinese character tokens. Three repetitions were recorded. The recordings were taken with a solid state recorder with a sampling rate of 44100Hz. Table 3 shows the details of the tokens collected from both groups of subjects.

Table 3. Number of tokens collected in the Pinyin and Chinese character tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8 high proficiency subjects</th>
<th>3 low proficiency subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P_m</td>
<td>P_d</td>
<td>C_m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 48</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 48</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 48</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 48</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: P_m: Pinyin_monosyllabic; P_d: Pinyin_disyllabic; C_m: character_monosyllabic; C_d: character_disyllabic

The tones produced in all the recordings were transcribed by two native Mandarin speakers with training in phonetics. The agreed transcriptions were accepted as the actual tones produced by the speakers. For the tokens that the two transcribers could not agree on, a third transcriber was invited to give judgment. If the tokens could be agreed on by any two of the three transcribers, then they would be included for further analysis; otherwise, they would be excluded. In the Pinyin stimuli, only 1 token was not agreed by any two of the three transcribers; 3 tokens were considered by all three transcribers as not being any of the four Mandarin tones. In the Chinese character stimuli, 2 tokens were not agreed by any two of the three transcribers. These tokens were excluded for further analysis.

Speech rate was also calculated with the recordings of disyllabic words (number of syllable/second) to confirm the
difference in proficiency between the two groups. Three subjects who received the highest scores in the perception experiment were compared with the three subjects of low proficiency. Ten disyllabic tokens were randomly selected from the Pinyin stimuli and Chinese character stimuli respectively. The tokens used for analysis were the same across all six subjects. Duration of the disyllabic tokens was measured, and speech rate was then calculated.

3. Results

3.1. Overall error rates

Among all the subjects with high proficiency, 212 production errors were found among the 4799 tokens collected in the Pinyin task; 213 production errors were found among the 5424 tokens collected in the Chinese character task. Among the subjects with low proficiency, 483 production errors were found among the 1793 tokens collected in the pinyin task; 191 production errors were found among the 2032 tokens in the Chinese character task. Table 4 shows the two groups of subjects’ overall error rates in the Pinyin task and the Chinese character task. It is found that the subjects with high proficiency perform better than those with low proficiency, with comparable error rates in Pinyin and character tasks; while the subjects with low proficiency made many more errors in the Pinyin task than in the character task.

Table 4. Error rates in Pinyin and Chinese character tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Pinyin task</th>
<th>Chinese character task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: H: High proficiency; L: Low proficiency

3.2. Tonal error patterns

The error rates (%Err) and error pattern of tones of all the subjects are shown in Figure 1. For the tone pairs (x axis), ‘21’ means the original tone is T2 and its realization in the recording is T1, and so on. There is a total of 12 tone error pairs.

The error rates are consistently higher in the subjects with low proficiency than in the subjects with high proficiency in both tasks. Repeated measure confirmed that proficiency has a significant effect on the error rates in the production experiment [F(1,8)=119.94, p<0.001].

Turning to tone errors, for both subject groups, T2-T3 is the most confusable tone pair, followed by T1-T4. It is worth noticing that the subjects with low L2 proficiency had obviously better performance in the Chinese character task than in the Pinyin task; while the subjects with high L2 proficiency had more comparable performance in the two tasks. ANOVA repeated measures were conducted with proficiency as between-subject factor, and orthography and tone pairs as within-subject factors. The result suggested a significant interaction effect (F(1,8)=9.15, p<0.05), showing that orthography had a significant effect (F(1,8)=5.78, p<0.05) on the error rates depending on the proficiency of the subject.

3.3. Speech rate

Speech rate was calculated to confirm the difference in proficiency between the two subject groups, as indicated in Table 5. The result shows that the subjects with high proficiency have a higher speech rate than the subjects with low proficiency. More importantly, it indicates that the subjects could process and read Chinese characters faster than Pinyin. Two-way ANOVA repeated measures confirm the result, showing a marginal effect of proficiency [F(1,58)=3.98, p=0.051] and a significant main effect of orthography [F(1,58)=24.74, p<0.001] on the speech rate of the subjects.

Table 5. Speech rate of subjects (syllable/second)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>High proficiency</th>
<th>Low proficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Character</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinyin</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

This study examines Cantonese speakers’ production of Mandarin tones when they are presented with Pinyin and when they are presented with Chinese characters, aiming to investigate the effect of orthography in L2 tone production. We found that the subjects with low proficiency made significantly more errors in the Pinyin task than in the character task, while the subjects with high proficiency had comparable performance in both tasks.

The subjects with low proficiency perform better in the character task than in the Pinyin task because of the facilitation of Chinese character, which could be accounted for by the Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM) [11] and the high correspondence between Cantonese tones and Mandarin tones [8]. RHM suggests that the L1 has privileged access to L1 lexicon, while the L2 requires mediation via the L1 translation equivalent until the bilingual has acquired high enough L2 proficiency to access to L2 lexicon directly. Based on RHM, the Chinese characters gave the subjects direct access to the entry in Cantonese (L1) lexicon, while the L2 requires mediation via the L1 translation equivalent until the bilingual has acquired high enough L2 proficiency to access to L2 lexicon directly. Based on RHM, the Chinese characters gave the subjects direct access to the entry in Cantonese (L1) lexicon, which resulted in the activation of Cantonese pronunciation. Since Cantonese tones and Mandarin tones have high correspondence [8], the subjects could unconsciously make use of the correspondence rules [9] to retrieve Mandarin tones. How well the subjects can successfully retrieve the L2 phonology through the correspondence rules depends on their L2 proficiency [11]. Therefore, in the present study, the subjects with low proficiency perform better in Chinese character task than the
Pinyin task because of the mediation effect of Cantonese tones; while they made more errors than the subjects with high proficiency, due to the lower L2 proficiency.

In contrast to Chinese character, Pinyin is not used in Cantonese orthography system. Pinyin thus cannot activate Cantonese lexicon as Chinese character does, so Cantonese pronunciation cannot act as mediation between Pinyin and Mandarin pronunciation. What is more, Pinyin is used much less often by Cantonese speakers than by Mandarin speakers, for example, most of them do not use Pinyin as online input method as Mandarin speakers do. During the recording, it was observed that the subjects, especially the ones with low proficiency, usually spent a lot of time recognizing the segments and spelling the syllable. They often practiced a few times for one syllable before making the final decision, and each time the syllable was produced with different tones. Based on this observation, it is possible that the subjects with low proficiency were focusing on the combination of various segments but paid little attention to the tones, resulting in many tone errors. Therefore, the unfamiliarity with Pinyin could be another main reason why the subjects with low L2 proficiency made a lot more tone errors in the Pinyin task than in the character task. This conclusion is also supported by the fact that the subjects could process and read Chinese characters faster than Pinyin (Table 5).

Another finding is that T2-T3 and T1-T4 are the two most confusable tone pairs both in the Pinyin and the character tasks, across the two subject groups, in accordance with previous findings [12 13 14]. As mentioned in previous paragraphs, according to RHM and Chu’s assumption of correspondence rules [9], Chinese characters activate Cantonese pronunciation first, and the subjects unconsciously use the correspondence rules to retrieve Mandarin tones. For those syllables that cannot successfully help retrieve Mandarin tones, the subjects would mistakenly produce them with the tones in Cantonese. For example, according to Table 2, if a word carries T3 [214] (falling rising) in Mandarin, it is very likely to be originally produced as T2 [25] (rising) or T5 [23] (rising) in Cantonese, both of which sound quite similar to T2 [35] (rising) in Mandarin. Therefore, if the subjects failed in using the correspondence rules to retrieve Mandarin tones, there is a high chance for them to produce T3 as T2, which confirms with the error results in the present study. Similarly, according to the correspondence rules, Mandarin T2 [35] corresponds to Cantonese T4 [21]. In Mandarin, the pitch value [21] is an underlying form of T3 [214] (falling-rising) [15], because when T3 is followed by another non-T3-tone, the rising part is usually not produced. When the subjects are using the correspondence rules in Mandarin tone production, they tend to produce Chinese character with Mandarin T2 [35] as Cantonese T4 [21] that sounds like a Mandarin T3 [214]. That Mandarin T4 [51] is produced as T1 [55] can be explained in the same way.

In addition, why do Cantonese speakers often produce Mandarin T1 [55] as T4 [51]? Matthews and Yip [16] suggest that Cantonese T1 [55] (high-level) has an allotone [53] (high-falling), so Cantonese speakers do not treat the two realisations as contrastive in Cantonese. Therefore, under the L1 influence, the subjects tend to mix up T1 [55] (high-level) and T4 [51] (high-falling) in Mandarin.

The confusable tone pair T2-T3 in Pinyin task cannot be explained by the opaqueness of Chinese character, but are possibly due to L1 negative transfer. According to the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) [17], L1 experiences affect L2 phonological acquisition, and L2 learners tend to assimilate the L2 phones to their native phonemes. Mandarin T3 [214] (falling-rising) has no equivalence in Cantonese, so the subjects may assimilate Mandarin T3 to either a falling tone T4 [21] or a rising tone T2 [25] in Cantonese. As suggested by [7], the presence of tone sandhi [18] in Mandarin and the acoustic similarities could also account for the T2-T3 confusion.

5. Conclusions

The preliminary results of the current study have shed some light on the effect of orthography in L2 tone production. In L2 production of Mandarin tones, the opaque Chinese character would firstly activate the L1 phonology, and Cantonese speakers may use the correspondence rules between the two tone systems to retrieve the L2 phonology. Therefore, compared to Pinyin, Chinese character has facilitation effect in L2 production of Mandarin tones, although the performance also depends on the non-native speakers’ L2 proficiency. More data are currently being collected and hope they can corroborate the results here. In future studies, non-native learners at different learning stages could be recruited to further investigate whether and how the role of Pinyin and Chinese character would change in L2 learning process, and how they relate to native and non-native lexicon.
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